
The Course Structure
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The course focused on the basics of CCMS, CDP, and semantic web,

including topics on iiRDS towards intelligent content delivery. 

The course started with a robust introduction to the fundamentals of

CMS and CDP, with a discussion of how facet-based information

structuring feeds into content processing and metadata enrichment,

content search, and delivery towards intelligent delivery in CDPs. 

The class discussion then progressed to XML vs. semantic web with

data technologies such as Resource Description Framework (RDF)

and Web Ontology Language (OWL), including the basics of how

semantic web technologies and natural language processing (NLP)

have different but complementary roles in data management. 

The third topic focused on a specific case study researching how the

e-commerce information design strategies in the Amazon website

create cognitive ease, personalization, persuasion tactics, exploits

scarcity, use anchoring principles, etc. 

Objective
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Here, we introduced the curriculum for an undergraduate English

course based on topic-based intelligent content design in a Japanese

EFL technical university, far removed from the assignments involving

full-fledged static document production (e.g., user guides, manuals,

reports, brochures etc.) in traditional TC pedagogy. The new

curriculum is geared towards imparting knowledge on the basics of

intelligent content delivery with assignments focused on decision-

making concerning content design, creation, and reuse. Such an

objective could be addressed not while asking students to document

texts but while engineering the possibilities for text design, including

how they might be arranged and displayed [3]. 

The fourth week focused on an in-depth understanding of the faceted

search principles (including the difference between faceted and

hierarchical classification) exploring how Amazon.com and

Booking.com use faceted search principles in their website. 

The fifth week introduced the basic principles of ontology, and how

OWL works. 

The seventh and the final course week introduced a basic introductory

understanding of information intelligence types and iiRDS – The New

Delivery Standard for Technical Documentation (https://iirds.org/)

exploring how technical documentation can be delivered in the age of

Industry 4.0, and how it’s based on the PI-Classification standard. 

Assignments & Assessment
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The first technical report assignment asked students to highlight the

major takeaway points from the lectures, the CMS they might choose

including purpose and goal, their basic understanding of CDP in a

specific healthcare data management context, and why they think this

topic is important in TC, for CS majors, and for the industry? For the

second assignment, students designed a short 2-page technical report

with screenshots and captions using the Canva software, explaining 5

major e-strategies that Amazon uses for selling smart home products

from their website. Students were assessed on their ability to

understand specific examples of how Amazon uses the e-strategies for

smart home products sold from their website.  For the 3rd assignment,

students were asked to use the WebVOWL 1.1.7 software to design a

basic ontology structure for a product documentary movie. Students

were graded on the basis of the extent they could use RDF-based

triples and based on the basic elements of RDF; and if they could add

more vocabulary for describing properties and classes. Students were

asked to use the following: • Relationships between classes (ex:

disjointWith) • Equality (ex: sameAs) • Richer properties (ex:

symmetrical) • Class property restrictions (ex: allValuesFrom) in the

ontology for the selected product movie. 

Students then watched YouTube videos for a basic understanding of

two case studies suggesting how information is used intelligently in the

industry for different purposes and are as follows: (1) QR Code, Work

Requests, and Inventory Management and (2) Microsoft HoloLens,

which is a “mixed reality” platform for Industry 4.0, using multiple

sensors, advanced optics, and holographic processing that melds

seamlessly with its environment, exploring how intelligent information

design is an integral part of using HoloLens for Industry 4.0-based

product and information classes. 

Two reference case studies were studied briefly to develop a better

understanding of MS HoloLens: The first case study focused on

understanding how city planners take advantage of augmented reality

(AR) technology as a method for visualizing three-dimensional (3-D)

city model of Toronto and various types of city data with the cutting-

edge AR device Microsoft HoloLens. The second case study focused on

understanding how Toyota uses mixed reality with Unity and Microsoft

HoloLens. 
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Introduction

Recent research in TC has correctly identified the ‘‘seismic shift’’

away from a document-based to a topic-based approach to

developing, managing, publishing, and delivery of intelligent content.

These new-age technical writers could bridge the gap between

industry needs and academic pedagogy by engaging in activities

such as conducting usability research, working on distributed teams,

finding and articulating patterns, structures, and relationships in large

amounts of information (big data) and across specific problems,

projects, and task domains. 
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Future Directions
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Instructors should look for more concrete examples and guided

instructions to explain and demonstrate example case studies of

intelligent content design and retrieval from CDPs, related to

Microsoft Hololens. Special attention should be given to

understanding how standards such as PI-Fan classification models

are implemented and ontologies are created for more complex

products in the market. Future studies should also focus on a

statistical analysis of student perceptions for such assignments. A

more advanced course with this semantic web-based approach to

TC will be attempted at the graduate level in a 3D printing context. Figure 1. The New TC Coursework

Figure 2. Faceted Search

Figure 3. Ontology with WebVOWL 1.1.7

Figure 4. Basics of PI-Fan Classification (Reußner, April 2018)

Figure 5. Using Mixed Reality Microsoft HoloLens in Factory context)

Conclusion
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A big problem facing the TC pedagogy as seen in the university

curriculum is that we are still quite a distance away from adapting to the

topic-based ID contexts, away from the rhetorical work in document-

based ID contexts, particularly those producing intelligent content.

Expectedly, the industry continues to see an extreme shortage of

qualified job applicants coming from content strategy as a new field of

practice. Towards establishing a topic-driven and ID context-based TC

curriculum, the first step should be for TC researchers to investigate

research problems that the industry considers important, and these

investigations should lead to guidelines and best practices for the field.
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